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Alex Belluzzi says

Very concise and straight to the point, probably the most useful WP book I have read. A very good starting
point for newbies, and a concise reference for geeks. Definitely worth reading.

Renee M Hensley says

j Great Book

The book was well written. It was easy to follow the steps given for creating a WordPress website. The one
thing I disliked he primarily gave instructions for using Bluehost. Brian did mention other hosting
companies; however, he did not give instructions for any of those companies. He did indicate that he is using
Bluehost for his and other websites he has created for clients.

jim dow says

Good book

I found this book useful to fully understand how to go about setting up my first WordPress website. Quick
and easy.

Kirk G. Meyer says

Good information

A good basic understanding of Wordpress is provided. Would have been helpful to have provided some
examples of sites and plugins though. Will definitely follow their blog, take advantage of the videos and
search for more like minded information on Wordpress.

Grace says

Great for beginners

I thought this was a great book for some one wanting to get start on wordpress. It is complete and steps you



through the process.

Obed M. Parlapiano says

Good book for beginners

I consider 3 stars to be as a good product. Is not great, is not excellent. But is good, it's useful if you want to
understand and broad your knowledge a bit about how wordpress works. It's a free book. So if you need this
information this is a good place to find some of it.

Dorothy Bennett says

I have several reference books to help me learn how to work with Wordpress. Some are helpful, others just
add to my confusion and frustration. This book has so far been the most helpful of the lot. Briefly, and in
simple words and descriptions, it has given me a much clearer picture of the terminology and the aspects of
building a website in Word Press. Thank you, Mr. Patrick, for being truly helpful. This won't be the only
resource I use, but it is truly useful!

J.W. Wexford says

OK.

Bob Lee says

Good book. Walks you through setting up a site pretty straight forward. Most of info could found in WP
Tutorials though

Rajiv says

Short and to the point book about creating a website with WP. Author shares many videos and other step by
step resources from buying a domain, where to host the domain and installing WP. He explains also 5 main
blocks that creates the website and advises to map the website before starting the purchases. Good read and
highly recommend for those with limited or no knowledge about WP.

The Buzz says

This amazing book teaches you the basics of creating a website using WordPress in a way that is catching
and informative at the same time. A must read for all WordPress users and those who want to learn how to



use WordPress to design an effective, engaging website.

James says

Straight-forward and to the point. This book gives you the information you need to get a basic wordpress
website set-up rapidly. It's not very in depth or complicated, but it acts as a good, clear and actionable
starting point for anyone new to the subject.

ARVIND says

Very easy way to make a good website

Very easy way to make a good website.Highly recommended .Little practice needed for making website.
Good book for a non programmer

Judith Quate says

Very user friendly guide

I use Wordpress for both my blog and website. This is a great guide giving step by step easy to understand
directions to enhance my understanding of Wordpress even more so that I will achieve a well run website
and blog.


